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ABSTRACT

There are strong potential benefits to be had by integrating intelligent tutoring systems (ITSs) with each other, but few instances of successful integration are known in the literature. Given the central role that student models play in ITS architectures, and given that different ITS platforms tend to have their own student models, a key challenge is exchanging and mapping student models. Our project focuses on integrating GIFT and CTAT, both widely used ITS authoring and delivery environments. The specific goal of our project is to create, as a proof-of-concept, adaptive capabilities for an edX MOOC, using GIFT and CTAT within edX. We have created an initial version of this integration, in which GIFT supports the outer loop and simple interactive activities, while CTAT (under GIFT outer loop control) supports more complex problem-solving activities. As a student works with a CTAT tutor, whenever CTAT updates its own student model, the updates are sent also to GIFT, so that GIFT’s outer loop can take advantage of a complete and up-to-date view of the student’s knowledge as it selects appropriate remedial activities. The main student model elements are mapped in a 1:1 manner between CTAT’s and GIFT’s student model, even if the general problem of creating such mappings is hard. This one-way student model sharing is achieved with an extended use of the LTI standard. The main contribution is a proof-of-concept demonstration of ITS integration, limited in a number of ways (e.g., for the time being, the student model is communicated in one direction only), but exciting in its possibilities for joining the ITS functionality of different ITS platforms.

INTRODUCTION

Intelligent tutoring systems can be authored, increasingly, with efficient and easy-to-learn authoring tools, such as the Generalized Intelligent Framework for Tutoring (GIFT) (Brawner, 2015; Goldberg & Hoffman, 2015; Goldberg, Hoffman, & Tarr, 2015; Sottilare, 2012), the Cognitive Tutor Authoring Tools (CTAT) (e.g., Aleven et al., 2016), and others (Cai, Graesser, & Hu, 2015; Mitrovic et al., 2009; Razzaq et al., 2009). Although different ITSs tend to share a core of tutoring behaviors (VanLehn, 2006; 2016), they often have complementary strengths and focuses. As noted in Baker (2016), the challenge of developing a single form of adaptivity is often sufficiently high that some ITSs focus on just one form of adaptivity apiece; other ITS include multiple forms of adaptivity, but not always the same forms (Aleven, McLaughlin, Glenn, & Koedinger, 2017). GIFT, for example, offers an adaptive outer loop that covers a wider range of pedagogy than CTAT; it also offers tools for easy authoring of questions to test recall of concepts and APIs for integrating sensors and training applications. CTAT, on the other hand, offers possibilities for crafting highly adaptive step loops, responsive to students' strategies and errors, and offers an adaptive outer loop that supports cognitive mastery.
A promising approach to building effective, innovative, adaptive learning technologies would therefore be to bring together ITS systems to leverage the strengths found in each (integrating GIFT and CTAT, for instance). Potential advantages could be, speculatively, that more adaptive tutoring systems could be authored more easily, that systems with more sophisticated pedagogical approaches could be authored, and that the choice of pedagogy could be better matched to the instructional goals.

ITS interoperability has long been viewed as desirable (Brusilovsky, 1995), but has proven elusive, now forming the basis of one of the BLAP prizes in Learning Analytics (Baker, under review). A small number of interesting instances exist (Aleven & Rosé, 2004; Koedinger, Suthers, & Forbus, 1998), but the main ITS platforms are still separate. Given the central role that student models play in ITS architectures (Bull & Kay, 2016), sharing or mapping student models should be a focal point in the integration of ITSs: if tools could share their student models, then tutors created with these tools should be able to make better adaptive decisions from the richer, more complete information available (Aleven et al., 2017; Woolf, 2009), and make better decisions sooner when a student starts in a new platform (Sosnovsky et al., 2007). However, the student models used in different ITS platforms tend to differ in the types of student characteristics they assess, the ontologies that they use to represent these characteristics, their methods for updating the model, and the data they require. The many differences make integration of student models, at least as a general problem, quite a daunting prospect. In the current project, we explore a small but interesting instance of this challenge.

Specifically, our project focuses on creating a MOOC, within the edX platform, that is adaptive to students’ knowledge growth in ways that edX courses are not. We do so by integrating GIFT and CTAT with each other, and embedding them together within edX, so that GIFT’s and CTAT’s combined adaptive tutoring functionality is available in the MOOC. We carry out this integration and demonstrate its feasibility in the context of the edX MOOC “Big Data and Education” (BDEMOOC), created and taught by the last author. In the current paper, we focus on the GIFT/CTAT integration, as we reported on the integration into edX in prior publications (Aleven, Baker, et al., 2017). Also in prior work, we made it possible for GIFT to invoke CTAT tutors in a manner adaptive to a student’s knowledge growth as assessed by GIFT (Aleven et al., 2018).

We now extend this work so the CTAT tutor can send its up-to-date student model to GIFT. This model captures a student’s mastery of knowledge components targeted in the instruction (Aleven et al., 2016; Aleven & Koedinger, 2013). We enabled GIFT to map CTAT’s student model onto its own student model, which (among other things) captures similar knowledge components. This way, GIFT’s outer loop has up-to-date information about a student’s skill level on which to base the adaptive selection of learning activities. Although one could envision other ways of combining GIFT and CTAT, this particular way plays to the strengths of both tools, as discussed in more detail below.

In the current paper, we address the following questions: What leverage is there in enabling CTAT to communicate its student model to GIFT? What adaptive tutoring behaviors might now be easier to author than before? How can the two student models be mapped to each other? How can their integration accomplished technically? What are the limitations of this means of integrating student models, and how might they be addressed in future work?
ADVANTAGES OF INTEGRATION: TARGETED TUTORING BEHAVIORS

In this section, we describe the student experience that we implemented within the BDEMOOC as a proof-of-concept demonstration of the new GIFT/CTAT integration. One could envision more complex forms of adaptive instruction based on this integration, but we wanted to start simple. Specifically, we added a new pattern of adaptive instruction that includes examples and learn-by-doing activities for week 1 of the 8-week BDEMOOC, implemented as a short GIFT course embedded within the overall edX course. The course used as its outer loop GIFT’S Engine For Management of Adaptive Pedagogy (EMAP), which implements Merrill’s component display theory (CDT) quadrants (Goldberg et al., 2015). A student first enters the optional Rules quadrant to receive direct explanation of the concepts (e.g., in a video lecture), then proceeds to the Examples quadrant to see instances of application of the concepts. Next, in the Recall quadrant, the student answers questions associated with individual concepts. The optional Practice quadrant specifies activities by which the student can learn or demonstrate skill with applying the concepts. The Remediation “quadrant” (not explicit in the original CDT) provides concept-specific materials for review if the student’s Recall or Practice performance does not meet expectations. An author defines the quadrants by configuring GIFT’s Adaptive Courseflow object with the concepts and materials to be presented.

In our edX MOOC, week 1 includes 6 short GIFT courses, each with an Adaptive Courseflow object having a video lecture (Rules content) explaining concepts and techniques in educational data mining (the subject of the course) and providing slides with examples and recall questions on these concepts. We split the material into individual GIFT courses in order to provide questions after each lecture, instead of after all 6 lectures, and to let students use edX to navigate to individual lectures at will.

New in the 2019 edition of our MOOC is a 7th GIFT course at the end of week 1, with an Adaptive Courseflow object configured as shown in Figure 1. This course covers concepts and skills related to Decision Trees and $k$NN (for $k$-Nearest Neighbor). The course’s principal purpose is to permit GIFT to provide adaptive practice with a CTAT tutor, and then depending on the success of the student’s learning in the CTAT tutor, to present opportunities for remedial studying of examples, and remedial additional practice with a second tutor. To this end, CTAT communicates its student model to GIFT, to summarize the state of student learning resulting from the tutor activity.

Although an Adaptive Courseflow typically starts in the Rules quadrant, the new course’s Adaptive Courseflow object omits explicit Rule content, to avoid repeating material from the video lectures earlier in the week. Its Examples quadrant (top left in Figure 1) provides detailed Powerpoint slides illustrating the application of the two algorithms (Decision Trees and $k$NN). The Recall quadrant (top right in Figure 1) has click-through screens instead of questions, again to avoid redundancy with the questions asked earlier. The Practice quadrant (bottom right in Figure 1) offers two CTAT tutors as practice applications: the primary tutor, presented first, covers both algorithms. If the student’s skill level after exiting the primary tutor is still Novice on either algorithm, then the remediation quadrant (bottom left, Figure 1) lets the student review the example slides for just that algorithm. After remediation, the student will do a secondary tutor that covers both algorithms. We would have preferred to have two separate tutors for remedial practice, one for each algorithm, but GIFT disqualifies from remedial use any Practice application that fails to cover all Practice quadrant concepts, even those already mastered. Even so, the student still receives adaptive content due to the integration of CTAT tutors in the Remediation Quadrant.
Figure 1: Week 1 Adaptive Courseflow object with CTAT tutors as Practice applications. The GIFT concepts and corresponding CTAT skills refer to the data mining algorithms Decision Trees and $k$-NN (for $k$-Nearest Neighbor).

Even if this pattern of adaptive instruction - complex tutored problem-solving adaptively combined with remedial examples and remedial tutored problem solving - is simple, it extends what GIFT and CTAT easily do separately, and capitalizes on strengths of each tool. The complex tutored problem-solving activities authored with CTAT could not easily have been authored in GIFT, as GIFT does not support a non-programmer approach to creating user interfaces or adaptive inner loops, as CTAT does (Aleven et al., 2016). On the other hand, the adaptive interleaving of problem solving and declarative instruction, based on Merrill’s quadrants, could not have been authored as easily in CTAT, because its standard adaptive outer loop option, namely, cognitive mastery based on Bayesian Knowledge Tracing (Corbett & Anderson, 1995), is geared towards problem solving only, without declarative instruction interleaved. CTAT does not represent the quadrant structure (an author would have to write a custom outer loop), and is not geared towards embedding external learning objects such as Powerpoint slides. We note that our proof-of-concept pattern of instruction realizes (in a new, more adaptive way) one of the Cognitive Tutor principles (Anderson, Corbett, Koedinger, & Pelletier, 1995; Koedinger & Corbett, 2006), namely, to “Provide instruction in the problem-solving context.” In previous Cognitive Tutors, the declarative instruction was provided in the classroom (Koedinger, Anderson, Hadley, & Mark, 1997), or was embedded in the tutor as static text pages, though without adaptive sequencing.
STUDENT MODEL MAPPING

We saw two principal questions with respect to the semantics of GIFT’s and CTAT’s student models: How do key elements of CTAT’s student model (mastery probabilities for KCs) correspond to the richer set of categories for representing knowledge in GIFT’s student model? Second, how can CTAT’s KC mastery probabilities be mapped onto the three mastery levels used in GIFT’s student model (Novice, Journeyman, Expert) for use with adaptive decisions, in a manner that respects the semantics of these categories, as intended by the GIFT designers?

First, a brief look at what these student models contain. GIFT (cf. the EMAP explanation at https://gifttutoring.org/projects/gift/wiki/Engine_For_Management_of_Adaptive_Pedagogy_(eMAP)_2018-1) decomposes expertise into concepts but also recognizes affective state and has a notion of behavior state. Concepts may be hierarchical, where a single overarching concept decomposes into a tree of finer-grained concepts, but this multi-level modeling is not required: concepts may instead be enumerated in a simple single-level list. Assessment of a student’s mastery of each concept is maintained with respect to 1 or 2 measures, Cognitive Knowledge and Cognitive Skill. The latter is defined as the “ability to execute.” For each concept GIFT maintains separate assessments of Cognitive Knowledge and Cognitive Skill as one of Novice, Journeyman or Expert. The assessment drives adaptive decisions within GIFT’s Adaptive Courseflow object.

CTAT’s student model is a set of independent knowledge components (KCs), also called skills. For each, CTAT records a probability that the student has mastered it, based on their prior performance; a single threshold (0.95 by default) indicates mastery. This technique for modeling students’ knowledge, originally developed in Cognitive Tutors for personalized problem selection, tries to model especially procedural knowledge. Knowledge components are fine-grained: their scope can be refined empirically by observing error rates on questions thought to require the same knowledge (Aleven & Koedinger, 2013; Anderson et al., 1995).

For our proof-of-concept system, as an initial position we simply make a 1:1 correspondence between CTAT’s knowledge components and the Cognitive Skill assessment of the lowest-level GIFT concepts (that is, the leaf concepts if the GIFT course uses hierarchical concept modeling). Both seem meant to capture procedural knowledge. To map CTAT probabilities onto GIFT’s Novice-Journeyman-Expert levels, we let a GIFT author set probability ranges for the 3 levels in the GIFT Authoring Tool. We are still experimenting with the actual ranges to use for Novice, Journeyman and Expert, as it is hard to find a principled basis for this choice. We have considered equating the expertise level needed for promotion in the GIFT course with CTAT’s mastery threshold, and we have set GIFT’s Expert level provisionally to the 0.95 probability of mastery threshold in CTAT. But, so far, we have set the Journeyman level, again provisionally, at 0.75 probability. This initial approach may be simplistic, but it permits GIFT to use its full adaptive decision-making capabilities in Adaptive Courseflow objects that include CTAT LTI tools as practice applications. Our discussion below explores the limitations of our initial integration. Our recommendations suggest straightforward changes to GIFT that would permit finer-grained adaptive decisions.
**TECHNICAL INTEGRATION**

In this section, we describe how we implemented the one-way student model communication (from CTAT to GIFT), using the LTI interoperability standard.

GIFT accommodates external learning activities via two different mechanisms. Heretofore, most integrations have required custom Java-language gateway programs that conform to an interface specified in the Domain Knowledge File (Domain Knowledge File). The use of Java on the client makes these programs inconvenient to deploy over the World Wide Web, however. Therefore, we decided to use GIFT's second mechanism for integrating external activities, namely, its implementation of the Learning Tools Interoperability (LTI) Tool Consumer interface. In prior work on our project (Aleven et al., 2018), ARL enabled GIFT to accommodate learning activities that adhere to the LTI v1.1.1 standard (IMS 2012). Figure 2 illustrates our use of this integration, where GIFT itself is an LTI Tool Provider to edX, due to yet earlier work on our project (Aleven et al. 2017).

![Figure 2: Architecture and control flow in the BDE MOOC week 1 course, with new features shown in yellow. GIFT is invoked by edX as an LTI Tool Provider and in turn launches CTAT tutors as Practice applications whose individual skill recalculations update concept-specific assessment levels in GIFT.](image)

In our current work, CTAT tutors (introduced into the Practice quadrant) update GIFT's assessment of cognitive skill per concept. We make this update dependent on CTAT's calculation of probability of mastery of a corresponding knowledge component. To communicate the value, we use the LTI v1.1.1 specification’s `replaceResult` request, by which a tool (here, CTAT), can return a single numeric score, with a label, to the tool consumer (GIFT). This single-score limitation presented a problem, since the GIFT course and the CTAT tutor generally track several concepts and knowledge components, respectively, each with different values. But we noted that the LTI specification permits the tool to issue the `replaceResult` request more than once, and we found that our off-the-shelf library implementations of the LTI interface permitted us to vary the labels on these requests. So, to permit CTAT to return multiple values to GIFT, we make special use of the current standard by allowing the tool to send many `replaceResult` requests, each with a concept-specific label and value.
In our integration, CTAT reports changes in skill mastery estimates while the student is working on a tutor, as soon as they happen, not just upon exiting the tutor. Part of the rationale is that the session could end abruptly at any time: the tutor might not have a chance to send final scores. A second reason is that the same student might be logged into GIFT in multiple sessions concurrently—even perhaps inadvertently. A common usage pattern on the World Wide Web is for a user to open a new browser tab to attend to some matter while in the midst of a task on another tab; after some time passes and more open tabs accumulate, it could be easy for a user to forget what tasks were in progress and so begin anew in a new tab on a site already active on another tab. Step-by-step reporting of student model updates helps student model values remain up-to-date for access from concurrent sessions.

Newer LTI standards have been proposed, such as the LTI Advantage Assignment and Grade Services v2.0 (https://www.imsglobal.org/spec/lti-ags/v2p0/). These are said to offer richer reporting capabilities. To date their specifications however are neither finalized nor freely available, so that adoption and development of support libraries are delayed. Our workaround was easy to implement with existing freely-available libraries, and it let us proceed with a useful extension to GIFT’s capabilities.

**Discussion**

In this paper, we present a new GIFT/CTAT integration with one-way student model sharing between GIFT and CTAT, a novel feature, relative to our own prior work and to prior work in the field. Our approach is to exchange a student model in one direction and to map student model values with 1:1 correspondence between the main student model elements. We present a proof-of-concept demonstration of this integration within one of the units of the summer 2019 edition of the edX course “Big Data and Education.” In this unit, our integration supports new adaptive interleaving of complex problem solving and declarative instruction.

Our proof-of-concept represents a relatively simple special case of a more complex problem. First, it is limited in its curricular scope: it covers only a portion of one week’s worth of instruction within the BDEMOOC, captured in one instance of GIFT’s Adaptive Courseflow object. Nonetheless, similar extensions could be repeated in other course chapters.

Another limitation may be that in our project, we have pretty much a best case situation (albeit one that may not be uncommon) in which a single content development team works with all the different tools being integrated. This situation no doubt makes it easier to create student models whose elements map 1:1 than it would be otherwise. Things may be very different when integrating, post-hoc, two ITTs from different authors. Under those circumstances, the student models might not be as easy to align, and some form of ontological translation may be necessary. Perhaps even greater benefits from integration accrue when integrating existing systems; more content may be involved, for example. Then again, we do not know how likely that kind of integration scenario is.

The integration of the two student models may incur a certain level of what we might call semantic friction. Do thresholds on CTAT KC probabilities capture what the GIFT designers meant by the categories of Novice, Journeyman, and Expert? Some degree of semantic mismatch might be inevitable and perhaps unresolvable. We would like to think, however, that the current thresholds (set at .75 for Journeyman and .95 for Expert) align reasonably well with the intent of the GIFT designers, although
some further scrutiny of this issue might be in order, informed perhaps by prior work in the Knowledge/Skills/Abilities (KSA) doctrine, on which the GIFT student model draws.

A further limitation is that we present no data to support the point that the current integration - although supported by instructional design principles - is actually benefitting students. The current work should be viewed as exploratory, focused mainly on technical issues. We are collecting data in this summer’s run of the BDEMOOC, and plan to discover the different pathways that students take through the course materials. We do not expect however that the new adaptive pattern just in week 1 of the BDEMOOC will lead to measurably different outcomes (e.g., learning gains, retention rates). It may be better to wait with a more rigorous evaluation of student learning until more content has been moved into this (and similar) adaptive patterns.

A final limitation of the current integration is that it supports one-way communication of the student model only, namely, from CTAT to GIFT. Full integration would require two-way communication, so CTAT can be cognizant of information about the student inferred from performance in other GIFT activities, an interesting avenue for future work, as discussed below.

**Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Research**

In this paper, we solved technical issues regarding the one-way sharing and 1:1 mapping of student models, as one way in which one might integrate GIFT and CTAT. As a proof-of-concept, we demonstrated this integration by adaptive interleaving of problem-solving practice with remedial exam studying and problem solving. These adaptive tutoring behaviors would be harder to author in either GIFT or CTAT alone. The main contribution of the work is that it demonstrates benefits of simple one-way student model sharing between ITS platforms, one of very few demonstrations in the literature of ITS integration. It demonstrates, as well, that integration of ITSs, generally viewed as both highly desirable and highly challenging, does not always need to be exceedingly difficult.

Our plans for future work are as follows: After running the edX course (planned for late spring and early summer 2019), we will analyze the course data to get a sense for the functioning of the new adaptive mechanisms in the course that are made possible by the newly-implemented student model sharing. We will check how students’ paths through the course changed and whether they became more effective, and to learn how well participation held up across adaptive transitions.

Our recommendations depend at least in part on the adoption and promulgation of an LTI standard with richer reporting capabilities, but we can recommend at least two near-term enhancements and suggest some longer-term ideas. First, for the near term, it would be good to extend the GIFT Authoring Tool to permit concept-specific ranges for translating LTI numeric scores into GIFT’s Novice-Journeyman-Expert expertise levels. That is, instead of a single slider to set a single tuple of Novice-Journeyman-Expert ranges for *all* concepts, it would be useful to be able to set these ranges *per* concept. Then authors would have flexibility to establish concept-specific performance expectations. Perhaps a way could be found that such flexibility would help reduce some of the semantic friction discussed above.

A second near-term recommendation for GIFT would be to enhance the Practice quadrant’s content selection algorithm to account for cognitive skills already mastered. As mentioned above, when a student re-enters the Practice quadrant after remediation, GIFT currently considers only those applications
associated with all concepts covered by the Practice phase. The student might avoid repetitive work if GIFT were able to choose a Practice application that covered only those concepts for which the student has not yet met expectations.

Further out, we note that GIFT’s student model also includes Affective State. Recent work in CTAT has made it easy to integrate detectors that infer, from the student-tutor transaction stream, variables regarding student affect, unproductive persistence, disengaged behaviors such as gaming the system, and so forth (Holstein et al., 2018). It would be valuable, in the future, to investigate how these additional variables could be shared between CTAT and GIFT in a generalizable manner.

Another key direction would be to communicate the student model from GIFT back to CTAT, so the student model would be shared in bi-directional fashion, and the tutoring behavior in a CTAT tutor could adapt to what the student learned (or did not learn) in GIFT activities. Straightforward extensions of the LTI implementations of GIFT and CTAT (see readResult, below) would permit CTAT to receive the GIFT student model. If we assume, as in our current one-way integration, that GIFT skills would be mapped 1:1 to CTAT KCs, a key issue would be: How should we translate GIFT skill levels (novice, journeyman, expert) into CTAT KC probabilities? It seems inevitable that in the mapping we would lose “resolution.” CTAT has greater precision in its student model values (which represent probabilities) than GIFT, a downside of GIFT’s choice to distinguish only three mastery levels in its student model. A possible way around this loss of resolution might be for the two systems to each maintain their own student model, and to share student model updates, rather than the student model itself - so each system could update its student model based on events that happened in the other system. While that solution might maintain resolution, and perhaps avoid semantic friction of the kind described above, it would be more difficult to implement; we did not explore it.

In implementing two-way student model sharing, we may need to account for the possibility that a student may at times be working on two different activities simultaneously, as described above. If simultaneous activities share targeted knowledge components, then the updated student models sent from the Tool (e.g., CTAT) to the Consumer (GIFT) may clobber each other. This issue can be avoided by having the Tool first query the Consumer’s student model for its current value(s) before computing an updated value and sending it back to the Consumer. Similarly, the Tool should query the Consumer’s student model before and, based on the result of the query, update its own student model before using it for its own adaptive pedagogical decisions. The v1.1.1 LTI specification makes this approach easy: It defines a readResult request by which the LTI Tool (CTAT) can query the Consumer (GIFT) for the most recent score: the same usage extension that we describe above for the replaceResult request would permit these values, too, to be concept-specific. CTAT would need some straightforward modifications. In short, we see a clear path to two-way student model sharing between GIFT and CTAT, assuming that the 1:1 mapping of student model elements will remain appropriate.

Finally, the most exciting future work is exploring what new student experiences can be authored with the new GIFT/CTAT integration. Some attractive scenarios might involve CTAT’s cognitive mastery outer loop, which has been very well-studied in the EDM literature, and proven to be effective (Corbett, McLaughlin, & Scarpinatto, 2000), or more flexible interleaving of problem solving and declarative instruction. These scenarios might require additional flexibility in, and authoring capabilities for, how GIFT adaptively traverses the quadrants in the Adaptive Courseflow object, and may benefit from ways of modeling links between procedural and conceptual knowledge, already represented in GIFT’s student model, but not in CTAT’s.
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